
Before HydroHALT, product evolution in the field of upstand seals 
was rutted in the use of high tack butyl adhesives to bond upstand 
strips onto shower tray and bath sidewalls.

For Sealux, these upstand seals had unresolvable installation 
limitations and performance issues inherently linked to the use of 
high tack butyl adhesive in the product design.  
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Two fleeced sides enhance adhesion with 
tile/sealant adhesives and tanking liquids

Backer rod
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Perforated tearing line allows retro-installation over ledges, 
around upstand shower trays and slimline trays as low as 6mm
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to tray/bath sidewalls

Strip surface adapted for
tenacious adhesion with sealux-N

Consequentially, Sealux set aside the use of butyl adhesive in 
favour of a more innovative approach called HydroHALT. 

HydroHALT is superior in material composition, offers greater 
installation versatility and higher product performance as well as 
meeting all relevant BS and DIN Codes of Practice.

HydroHALT and PlumBud are patented products and registered trademarks. We 
reserve the right to add, withdraw or modify the product design and range without notice. 
Product liability is limited to product replacement.
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Backer Rod
Insertion Wheel

The Strip Alignment Guide 
ensures installers can position 

PlumBud perfectly with ease on 
shower tray and bath sidewalls 
and also maintain a 90 degree 
angle around sidewall corners.

To aid the installation of PlumBud into existing 
wall/ledge joints we offer the following accessories:

7mm Round Backer Rod
Sealant
nozzle
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Install PlumBud during installation of new shower trays or baths.
1b1a 1d1c

Clean ledge (1a). Using strip alignment guide, bond strip to tray/bath sidewalls (1b). Install tray/bath in final position. Remove 
adhesive release liner in full off strip outside face. Using spatula straight edge, press-bond strip into corners and then onto walls. 
Bond strip permanently to walls with Sealux-N (1c). Apply Sealux-N silicone into joint (1d) and rub up sealant to fall towards ledge.

Tear off strip portion below perforation line (2a). Using alignment guide as height template, draw a wall line 75mm over ledge (2b). 
Lower strip into joint. Progressively removing release liner, lift, align and press-bond strip to wall (2c). Bond strip to wall permanently 
with Sealux-N (1c). Use wheel to press backer rod into joint (2d). Apply Sealux-N into joint (1d) and rub up sealant.

Install PlumBud into an existing joint between a ledge and adjacent wall.
2b2a 2d2c

Clean ledge/upstand surfaces. Tear off strip portion below perforation line (2a). Apply masking tape on ledge just outside line of 
wall (3a). Use strip offcut to mark strip height line on wall and apply masking tape outside (3b/c). Apply Sealux-N over upstands 
and rub up flush with wall face. Progressively bond strip to each wall (3c) ensuring full contact with sealant outside upstands (3d).

Install PlumBud over a shower tray or bath with an upstand (with strip logo facing wall).
3b3a 3d3c

Clean ledge. Tear off strip portion below the perforation line (2a). Mask ledge 7mm out from wall. With perforated strip edge on ledge, 
progressively remove liner while press-bonding strip to wall (4b). Apply masking tape outside strip upper boundaries. Bond strip 
permanently to wall (1c). Apply Sealux-N over the ledge/strip corner (4c) and rub up to form a 6mm x 6mm sealant fillet (4d).

Install PlumBud over the ledge of a shower tray or bath.
4b4a 4d4c
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